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A detailed study of amalgamated sums is undertaken. Techniques are developed for determining 
when an amalgamated sum decomposes and a number of results are proven using these techniques. 
Introduction 
One of the most basic methods in mathematics of constructing new objects from 
given ones is the pushout when it exists. In this paper we shall be concerned only with 
module categories and hence pushouts will always exist. We point out though that the 
techniques and results developed in this paper are equally valid in arbitrary abelian 
categories and might possibly be of interest in other types of categories. 
Given a ring R (with unit) and two R-module maps crl : A + Ml and (~2 : A -+ M2 
we form the amalgamated sum (i.e. pushout) X = coker(A % Mi 0M2) 
where u(a) = (cl(a), cr2(a)). The aim of this paper is to describe techniques which 
enable one to study the indecomposability of X solely from knowledge of 
(1) Mi, Mz, their submodules and factor modules, and 
(2) maps between these submodules and factor modules. 
That there are any general results which are useful is a bit surprising. It is more 
surprising that there seems to be techniques for attacking the question of the 
indecomposability of X in general. 
In [l], two general results, namely Theorems 12.1 and 6.5, are given which have 
many striking consequences. The proofs given there seem to have little in common. 
IJsing the results and techniques developed in Sections 1 and 2 of this paper, in 
Section 3 we prove a generalization of [ 1, Theorem 12. l] and give a new proof of [l, 
Theorem 6.51. In Section 4 we give a few more applications of the techniques and in 
the final section end with some concluding remarks. 
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous study of 
indecomposability of amalgamated sums in the generality of this paper. Many special 
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cases of the results in this paper have been proven and used by a number of authors. It 
is our hope that further research will be stimulated by the techniques introduced here 
and lead to further systematization and generalization of the present seemingly ad 
hoc techniques employed various authors in attacking these problems. 
1. Submodules of an amalgamated sum 
Let R be an arbitrary ring with 1. All modules will be unital left R-modules. 
Throughout this section A, Ml and M2 will be fixed R-modules and for i = 1, 
2, CT, :A + Mi will be fixed R-module maps. Let M = Ml 0 M2 and u : A + M be 
given by a(a) = (cl(a), ~~(a)). Let X = coker(a : A -+ M). Let A -% M AX + 0 be 
exact. Clearly submodules of X are in l-l correspondence with submodules of M 
containing u(A). Thus it is immediate that X decomposes if and only if there exists 
submodules Yi, Y2 of M such that the following conditions hold: 
(1.1) for i= 1,2, Yi #M; 
(1.2) Y,+ Yz=M; 
(1.3) Y, n Y2 = (T(A). 
Unfortunately this description of decomposability of X, although straightforward 
and simple, has almost no applications. This is so because except in rare instances it is 
very hard to determine submodules of the direct sums M10M2. It is this fact that 
leads us to study submodules of MIOMz in great detail. We first show that these 
submodules may be described completely in terms of submodules and factor modules 
of M, and M2 and maps between them. Then we show that (l.l)-( 1.3) have direct 
translations to these submodules, factor modules and maps. 
Let S(M10M2) be the set of submodules of M10M2. Let 
T(MIOM~ = {(N, D, cp): N 2 Ml, D c M2 and cp : N -+ MJD). 
For i = 1, 2, let pi: Ml@M2+ Mi be the canonical projections. We use the 
following notational conventions throughout this paper. 
If U, Ti, TY., V are R-modules, then the mapsf : U -+ T1 0 T2 and g : Tl 0 T2 + V 
will be described by 
f=(P) 
2 
where fi : U -+ Ti and g = (gi, g2) where gi : Ti * V. 
Lemma 1.4. There is a natural set isomorphism F : S(M1 0 M2) ---, T(M1 0 Mz). 
Proof. Define F:S(M,0M2)+ T(M10M2) as follows: if Y ES(MIOMZ) then 
F(Y)=(~,(Y),P*(Y~(OOM~)),~~~)~~~~~~~Y:P,(Y)~MZ/(P~(Y~(OOM,)))~~ 
defined in the following way: set N = pi( Y) and D = pz( Y n (OOMz)). We have an 
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exact sequence 0 --, (Y n (OOM2)) -+ Y+N-0 where Y+N is given by the 
restriction of pi to Y. Then we get a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
o-Yn(OOM*)- Y- N - 0 
II 1 1ncl. a, k) a2 
o-000 - M,OMz + M,OMz/D - o 
It follows that LY~ = inclusion: N -+ Ml and we set cpy = CY~. 
To define F-‘: T(MI @MA + S(MI OA4d consider (N, D, cp) E T(M, 0M2). Let 
be the pullback of 
N 
(incl.. 9) 
M,OM, - M, @(K/D) 
where 7~: Mz + M*/D is the canonical surjection. Define F-‘(N, D, cp) = v(Z). The 
reader may verify that 
For the remainder of this paper we set G = F-‘. We now give the elements of 
T(MiOM2) a partial order. If (Ni, D1, cpl), (N2, D2, cpz)g T(M,OM& we say 
(Ni, Di, cpi) 5 (Nz, Dz, (~2) if Ni c N2, Di s DZ and 
N2 ‘p2_ MzlD2 
Incl. 
t t canon. SWjeCtlO” 
N, -% M,/D, 
commutes. 
The following easy result is left to the reader. 
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Lemma 1.5. Let (Ni, Di, pi) E T(M1 @MJ, i = 1, 2. Then 
(a) WI, DI, PI) 5 (Nz, Dz, (~2) * G(NI, DI, CPI) is a submodule o~GWZ, Dz, (pd. 
(b) If Ci: A * Mi, then o(A) E G(N1, DI, ~1) e al(A) s N1 and the following 
diagram commutes 
NI - MzlD 
rr, f “I 1 canon. surjection 
A - M2 
(‘2 
Although the above allows one to translate the lattice structure of S(M,OM,) to 
T(Ml@MJ, we make this explicit. We first fix some notation. Let (Ni, Di, pi) E 
T(MIOM2), i = 1, 2. For i = 1, 2 let 
LY, :N1 n N2 --, Ni be the inclusions, 
rri : M2 -+ MJDi be the canonical surjections, 
7~ :M2 -+ M2/D1 + 02 be the canonical surjection, 
pi : Mz/Di + MJDl+ Dz be the canonical surjections. 
Lemma 1.6. Let Y1, Y2 E S(Ml@MJ and F( Yi) = (Ni, Di, vi) for i = 1, 2. Then 
(a) F(YI+ Yz) = (NI+Nz, D*, cp*) where D” = .rr-‘[(~lc~1~~1-~2rp,(~2)(N1 nNd1 
and cp * : N1 + N2 ---, M2/D” is given by 
q*(n) = ( 
a1ql(n), ifn E NI, 
4292(n), ifn E Nz, 
where ai : MJDi -+ MJD” are the canonical surjections. 




M2ID, 0 02 
is the pullback of 
where ui : Mz/Dj n D2 +M2/Di are the canonical surjection and I,J is the inclusion. 
Proof. (a) Since D1 + D2 E ker V, D1 + D2 C_ D* and hence the qi’S are defined. The 
map cp* is well-defined since if n E NI n N2 
4rpl(n) = qrprcwl(n) = glPrcPral(n) = 42p2p2a2Cn) =4292(n) 
by choice of D* where 4i : M2/D, + 02 + M2/D* is the canonical surjection. 
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It follows easily that (Ni, Di, pi) c (NI + Nz, I)“, cp”) and hence F( Y1 + Y2) s 
(Nl+ Nz, D*, cp*). Finally suppose (Ni, Di, cpi) c (N, D, cp) for i = 1, 2. Then Ni + 
Nz E N and we have commutative diagrams 
N L Mz/D 
or? tr, for i= I,2 
Ni ‘PI_ MJD, 
where pi’s are inclusions and ri’s are canonical surjections. Let F: MJD,+ 
D2 += M,/D be the canonical surjection. Then 
Fr(D*) ~F(picpi~i -PYP~Q)(N~ ~Nz) = (~(Piai -P24(Ni nN2) = 0 
since LY;‘s and pi’s are inclusions. From this it easily follows that (Ni + N2, D*, cp*) c 
(N, D, cp) and hence (Ni + N2, D”, cp*) = F( Y1 + Y2). 
(b) Since (Z;) is monomorphism, we see in the pullback, + is a monomorphism. 
Thus we may assume $ is the inclusion map. One quickly checks that (N’, D1 n 
D2, cp’) G (N,, Di, pi) for i = 1,2. Furthermore if (N, D, cp) s (Ni, Di, vi), i = 1,2, then 
NE Ni n N2, D _C D1 n D2 and using that (N’, D1 n D2, q’) is a pullback, it easily 
follows that (N, D, 40) =Z (N’, D1 n D2, cp’). Hence (N’, DI n D2, cp’) = F( Y1 n Y2). 
Returning to our original problem we set 
~,(MI@M~)={(N, D,cp)~ T(MIOM~:LT(A)CG(N,D, q~)}. 
Thus, by Lemma 1.5 (b), (N, D, cp) E 7’,(M1 @M2) e (TV s N and 
commutes. 
We now proceed to translate (l.l)-( 1.3) to the triples in T,(M, 0M2). The 
following result follows from Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 and the proof is left to the reader. 
Proposition 1.7. Keeping the above notations, let Yi E S(M1 OMJ, i = 1, 2 such that 
F( Yi) = (Ni, Di, pi) E T,(MI OM2). Then 
(A) The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Y, #MI OM2 for i = 1, 2, 
(ii) ifNi=Ml,thenDi#MZfori=1,2, 
(iii) if D1 = M2, then Ni f Ml for i = 1, 2. 
(B) Y,+Y,=MIOM~~ 
(i) Ni + NZ = MI, 
(ii) (~i(~iai --p2(p2a2) : NI II NZ + MJ(DI + Dz) is a surjection. 
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(C) Y1 n Yz = u(A)* 
(i) ker cpl n ker (p2 = ar(ker UZ), 
(ii) Dr n D2 = crz(ker al), 
(iii) [(~:)(M2)]n[(~:~:)(N,rN,)]=(~f z:)(A). 
We combine these results to get necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a decomposition of an amalgamated sum in terms of submodules and 
factor modules of the summands of the modules being amalgamated and maps 
between these submodules and factor modules. 
Theorem 1.8. Let R be an arbitrary ring. For i = 1, 2 let gi : A -+ MC be R-mod,ule 
maps. Keeping the above notations, the amalgamated sum coker((“,;) : A + Mr@M2) 
decomposes if and only if for i = 1, 2 there exist (Ni, Di, cpi) E T,(MlO M2) satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) if Ni = Ml, then Di f M2, 
(2) N,+Nz=MI, 
(3) (pI, ~1, a1 -p2, (~2, az) NI n N2 + Mz/(DI + 02) is a suriection, 
(4) ker cpr n ker (p2 = ar(ker (TZ), 
(5) D1 n D2 = cTz(ker (T,), 
Furthermore if (l)-(6) hold and 
(A) 2 
M&M,sX+O 
is an exact sequence, then X = Y(G(N1, DI, (PI))@~IG(Nz, D2, (~2)) with 
5(G(Ni,Di,qi))fXfori=1,2. 
The remainder of this paper is devoted to showing that unlike conditions (l.l)- 
(1.3), Theorem 1.8 is a useful result and has significant applications. We remark at 
this point that since 
DInD2=ker : Mz-+ MZIDIOM~ID~). 
conditions (5) and (6) of Theorem 1.8 are equivalent to 
(5’) (::,‘[(zi :)(NlnN2)]=rr2(A). 
2. Preparatory remarks 
For the readers convenience we collect the notations of Section 1 which will be 
used for the remainder of this paper. Let R be a ring and gi : A -+ M;, i = 1, 2 are 
R-module maps. 
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Let T(MIOMZ) = {(N, D, cp): N z MI, D E M2 and rp : N + MJDJ. We let 
T,(M, OMz) = 
= {(N, D, cp) E T(MI OMJ: cl(A) E N and CI t t Cz;. commutes}. 
A ----) M, 
“L 
(yi : Ni n N2 + Ni be the inclusion maps, 
ri 1 M2 + Mz/Di 
r:M2*M2/D 
: 
be the canonical surjections. 
pi I Mz/Di + Mz/D 
(2.1) 
Note that piri = rr for i = 1, 2. 
We say (Ni, Di, pi), i = 1, 2 is a splitting system for u if each (Ni, Di, pi) E 
T,(MIOM2) and conditions (l)-(6) of Theorem 1.8 hold. The map (pl(pl(ul- 
p2p2cx2): Ni n N2 -+ M2/D of condition (3) of Theorem 1.8 is important in what 
follows and we shall henceforth denote it by 4. 
We now prove a useful result. 
Lemma 2.2. If (Ni, Di, cpi), i = 1, 2 is a splitting system for u, then 
ker JI = rrI(A). Thus, by Theorem 1.8 (3), q9 induces an ,;omorphism 
4 : N1 n N,/a,(A) + M,/D. 
Proof. We have VI(A) 5 N1 n N2 and for i = 1, 2, pippla;mi =pirricrz= 7rg2. Thus 
oi(A)ker IJ+. Now let x E ker & Then pi(pi(x) =p2(pz(x). Let mi EMU such that 
(x, mi) E Y< = G(Ni, Di, pi). Then since rri(mi) = vi(x) we get 7r(rnl - rnz) = 0. Thus 
ml-m2=dI-d2 for some diEDi, i= 1, 2. Thus (x, mi-di)E Yi. But (x, ml-dI)= 
(x, m2 - d2) and hence (x, ml - dI) E Y1 n Y2 = v(A). Thus x E al(A). 
It will be useful at times to reverse the roles of MI and M2 and we develop notation 
for this. Let 
T’(M1@M2)={(N’, D’, cp’): N’cM2, D’EM~ and cp :N’--+MI/D’}. 
Define Tb (Ml OM2) in a fashion analogous to T,(M1 @M2). As in Lemma 1.4 there 
are natural set isomorphisms 
F’:S(MlOMJ + T’(M1@M2) and G’: T’(M,@M,) - S(M,@Mz). 
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If (Ni, Di, (P~)E T’(M1@Mz) for i = 1, 2 we let D’= 0; +D;, 




be the canonical surjections, 
p; :M,/D; -MI/D’ 
*‘=(P;> (Pia; +P;cp;ff;). 
(2.3) 
The following result, whose proof is left to the reader, relates T(M1@M2) and 
T’(MI @MJ explicitly. 
Lemma2.4. Let Y, ~S(MI@Mz)fori = 1,2 and (Nj, Di, cp;)=F( Yi), (N:, D:, cpj) = 
F’( Yj). Then, for i = 1, 2 
(i) NI = T;~((P~(N,)) and N, = rr:-‘(+~j(N:)), 
(ii) 0: = ker pi and D, = ker cpj, 
(iii) q1 induces an isomorphism Cpi :NifDi + cpi(N,) and cpi induces an isomorphism 
4; : Ni/Di * p:(NI), 
(iv) ~0: =p, oCp,-’ 0 ni/N: (resp. cpi -pi0 $P:-’ 0 r:/Ni), where pi : NJDi + 
Ml/D: (resp. 0: : Ni/Di 3 MJDi) is the inclusion and rr,fN: (resp. r:/N,) is the 
restriction of ri (resp. ~1) to N: (resp. N,). 
We keep the notations of this section for the remainder of this paper. We end this 
section by describing two special cases where the amalgamated sum decomposes. 
Lemma 2.5. Consider the exact sequence 
and assume that ai f M, for i = 1, 2. 
(A) The following three statements are equivalent: 
(Al) there is a map f : Mz --+ Ml such that faz = ul, 
(A2) there is an element of Tb(M,OMz) of the form (Mz, 0, f), 
(A3) F(M,) is a summand of X. 
(B) The following three statements are equivalent: 
(Bl) there is a map g : MI + Mz such that gcrI = u2, 
(B2) there is an element of T,(M,OMJ of the form (MI, 0, g), 
(B3) 5(MJ is a summand of X. 
Proof. See [l, Lemma 4.61. 
If (Al)-(A3) hold we say X has a decomposition of type I and if (Bl)-(B3) hold we 
say X has a decomposition of type II. As we shall see, in many cases, these types of 
decompositions of X are the only types that can occur. 
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3. General results 
In this section we apply the results developed in Sections 1 and 2. Theorem 1.8 
is intended to be used in situations where one has some knowledge of submodules 
and factor modules of M1 and M2 and maps between them. We restrict our 
attention to the case where both p1 : A + MI and u2 :A -+ M2 are mono- 
morphisms. In most problems one can reduce to this case as indicated in [l, 
Proposition 4.51. 
We begin with a useful result which shows the importance of the map I/J (see 
Section 2 for definitions). 
Lemma 3.1. Assume for i = 1, 2, CT, :A -+ Mi are R-module monomorphisms. 
Suppose HomR(M2, MI/ml(A)) = 0 and that (Ni, D;, vo,), i = 1, 2 is a splitting system 
force. ThenD10D2=D1+D2=M2andu1(A)=NnN2. 
Proof. Since al is a monomorphism, by Theorem 1.8, D1 n D2 = 0. Hence D1+ 
D2 = D1@D2. Now consider the composition @‘v: M2 + M2/D -+ NI n 
Nz/aI(A) -+ MI/al(A) where p : N1 n N2/oI(A) -+ MI/cl(A) is the inclusion map. 
Then by hypothesis @+-‘7r = 0 and hence IJ? = 0. Since 6 is an isomorphism we 
conclude that M2 = DJ + D2 and Ni n N2 = VI(A). 
This lemma has a number of interesting applications. 
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a ring and for i = 1, 2 let vi : A -+ M, be proper R-module 
monomorphisms. Let 
be an exact sequence of R-modules. Suppose Ml/o,(A) is indecomposable and 
HomR (M2, MI/o,(A)) = 0. Then Xdecomposes if and only if there is a summand Zof 
M2 such that 9(Z) is a nonzro summand of X. 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to show that if X decomposes, then Z exists. Let 
(Ni, Di, cp!), i = 1, 2 be a splitting system for U. By Lemma 3.1 we have D1 @Dz = 
D1+D2=M2 and N1nN2=aI(A). By Theorem 1.8, N,+N,=M,. Thus the 
indecomposability of M1/ol(A) implies that we may assume Ni = MI and N2 = 
(T,(A). Thus (MI, D1, cpI) and (o,(A), D2, (p2) is a splitting system for c. It is easy to 
see that G((g,(A), Dz, (~2)) is c+(A)O(OOD,). Note D2 f 0 since if 02 = 0, then 
D1 = MI which contradicts Theorem 1.8 (1). Setting Z = D2 we get the desired 
result. 
As an immediate consequence we get [l, Theorem 12.1 (ii)]. 
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Corollary 3.3. Keeping the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2, if M2 is also indecomposable, 
then X decomposes if and only if X has a decomposition of type II. 
Theorem 3.4. Let R be an arbitrary ring and for i = 1, 2 let ui :A -+ Mi be proper 
R-module monomorphisms. Let 
be an exact sequence of R-modules. Assume that HomR(M1,M2/u2(A))=0, 
HomR(Mz, MI/al(A)) = 0 and M2 is indecomposable. Then X decomposes if and 
only if there exists a proper summand Z of Ml such that F(Z) is a nonzero summand of 
X. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if X decomposes the appropriate Z exists. Let 
(Ni, Di, pi), i = 1, 2 be a splitting system for ~7 and let (Ni, D:, cpl) =F’G(IVi, Di, Cpi) 
for i = 1, 2. By Lemma 3.1, Di@Dz= M2 and since M2 is indecomposable we may 
assume D1 = M2 and 02 = 0. Applying Lemma 3.1 to the (Nj, DI, ~0:) we see that 
D;OD;2-M1.Thus(N1,D1,~1)=(N1,M2,O).ByLemmaweseethatN1=D;.Set 
Yi = G(Ni, M2, O), it follows that Yi = 0; 0M2. Note that 0; # 0 for if not, 
0; = MI which contradicts Theorem 1.8 (1). We get a commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns: 
0 0 
t !llCl. t 
y(Y,) ----f x 
t 9 3 ,ncI. t 
04 Yi --) M,@M*--) D;@O--, 0 
t (::I) t (::) t 
O-+A z A- 0 -+o 
f t 
0 0 
Since inclusion: 9( Y,) -+ X splits, it follows that y( Yz) = 0; 00 where Y2 = 
G(ZV*, 0, (p2). We will be done, setting Z = D;, if we can show Yz = (D; @O)@a(A). 
ButwehaveN1nN*=crl(A)byLemma3.1,N1=D’1,D;OD;=M1andD~ENZ. 
From this it follows that N2= 0; @al(A). It is now immediate that Y2= 
(Dk @o(A)) (after noting by Lemma 2.4 that 0; = ker 92). 
As an immediate consequence we get [l, Theorem 12.1 (i)]. 
Corollary 3.5. Keeping the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4, if Ml is also indecomposable, 
then X is indecomposable. 
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We recall some definitions from [l]. Let R be an arbitrary ring and M and 
R-module. We say M is basic if whenever Ni + N2 = M for submodules Ni, N2 of M, 
then either Ni = M or N2 = M, We say M is cobasic if N1 n N2 = 0 for submodules 
Ni, N2 of M, then either N, = 0 or N-J = 0. 
The following result shows that when the modules being amalgamated are basic or 
cobasic one has a better hold on splitting systems. 
Lemma 3.6. Let R be a ring and let u, :A -+ Mi be R-module monomorphisms. 
Suppose (Ni, Di, pi), i = 1, 2 be a splitting system for CT = (zl). Let (NI, D:, cpi)= 
F’G(Ni, D;, ~0;) for i = 1, 2. Then 
(a) if Ml is basic, then for some i, Ni = M and cpi is an epimorphism, 
(b) if M2 is basic, then for some i, cpI is an epimorphism and Ni = M2, 
(c) if Ml is cobasic, then for some i, pi is a monomorphism and D! = 0, 
(d) if M2 is cobasic, then for some i, Di = 0 and cp j is a monomorphism. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (a) and (c). By Lemma 2.4, N, = MI e PP: is an epimor- 
phism and pi is a monomorphism e 0; = 0. If MI is basic since N1 + N2 = Ml we get 
(a). If M is cobasic, since ker cpr n ker (p2 = (0) we get (b). 
We prove [l, Theorem 6.51. 




-M,0M2- 3 x-0 
be an exact sequence of R-modules. Suppose that A is a simple R-module and Ml and 
M2 are basic R-modules of finite length. Then X decomposes if and only if X has a 
decomposition of type I or type II. 
Proof. It suffices to that if X decomposes, then it has a decomposition of type I or 
type II. Let (Ni, Di, pi), i = 1, 2 be a splitting system for CT and let Yi = G(Ni, Di, vi) 
and (Ni, DI, cpi) = F’( Yi) for i = 1, 2. If for some i, Ni #MI and Ni # M2, then 
Y E rad(M10M2) = rad(M1)0rad(M2) 
(where rad( -) denotes the radical of -). But then y( Yl) z rad(X) contradiction the 
fact that 9( Yi) is a summand of X. From this it is not hard to see that by Lemma 3.6 
(a) and (b) after reordering, we may assume that N1 = Ml, cp; is an epimorphism, 
N& = M2 and (~2 is an epimorphism. Now consider the composition 
&I-‘p2(p2 :N2 -+ M2/D2 -+ M2/D1 + D2 -+ N1 n N2/uI(A). 
Note that &-lp2(p2 is an epimorphism. Since o1 is a monomorphism D1 + D2 =xD10 
D2 and since Nl=M, we see N1 n N2/a1(A) = NJ(TI(A). Thus 
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~+-‘ppp~ : N2 ---, NJ(T~(A). Since o,(A) is a simple module we conclude that either (p2 
is an isomorphism and Di is a simple module or Di = 0. If Di = 0, then (N,, 0, cpi) = 
(Ml, 0, cp) and we get a decomposition of type II by Lemma 2.5. If D1 is a simple 
module consider the composition 
$‘-‘p;cp; : N; -+ Ml/D; -+ Ml/D; + D; -+ N;/uz(A). 
Since D1 = ker cp; by the above argument we conclude 0; = 0. But then 
(N;, D;, cpi) = (M2, 0, cp;) and we get a decomposition of type I. 
4. Further applications 
In this section we prove a few more results using the techniques of Sections 1 and 2. 
Theorem 4.1. Let R be a ring and for i = 1,2 let mi : A --, Mi be R-module monomor- 
phisms. Let X = coker((Z;) : A * Ml@Ml). Suppose there is no submodule N of Ml 
properly containing ul(A) such that there is a map cp : N -+ M2 with cpul = u2. 
(1) If HomR(M2, Ml/al(A)) = 0 and M2 is indecomposable, then X is indecom - 
posable. 
(2) If M2 is cobasic, then X is indecomposable. 
Proof. Suppose X decomposes and let (Ni, Di, pi) be a splitting system for u = (z:). 
First assume HomR (M2, Ml/al(A)) = 0 and M2 is indecomposable. Then by Lemma 
3.1, we may suppose D1 = 0. Thus by hypothesis Ni = ul(A) and (N,, D1, cpl).= 
(ul(A), 0, cpl). But the G((ul(A), 0, cpl) = u(A) a contradiction. This proves (1). If 
M2 is cobasic, since D1 n D2 = 0 some Di = 0. Applying the above argument we again 
get a contradiction. 
The following result is similar to Theorem 3.7. 
Theorem 4.2. Let R be a ring and for i = 1, 2 let (+i : A += Mi be proper R-module 
monomorphisms. Let X = coker((Z;) : A + M1 0M2). Suppose that M1 and MZ are 
basic and cobasic R-modules of finite length. Then Xdecomposes if and only if X has a 
decomposition of type I of type II. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if X decomposes, then X has a decomposition of type I 
or type II. Let (Ni, Di, pi), i = 1,2 be asplittingsystem for u = (E$). Let (Ni, D:, cpi) = 
F’G(Ni, Di, pi). AS in Theorem 3.7, we may assume Ni = Ml, cpi epi, N; = M2 and 
(~2 epi. If D1 = 0 or 0; = 0 we are done as in Theorem 3.7. Thus we assume D1# 0 
and 0; # 0. By Lemma 3.6, it follows that D2 = 0 and 0; = 0. We have exact 
sequences 
0-+D;+N2- *’ M2+0 and O-,D,--+N; -M1+O. 
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Thus I(A4,) < 1(N,) s I(Mi) and I(Mi) < l(N; ) =S /(MS) a contradiction, where f(M) 
denotes the composition length of A4. 
We end with 
Proposition 4.3. Let R be a ring and for i = 1, 2 let oi : A + M, be proper R-module 
monomorphisms. Let X = coker((z;) : A * M10M2). Suppose that MI is basic of 
finite length, MZ is basic and cobasic of finite length and the length of MZ is greater 
than the length of M. Then X decomposes if and only if X has a decomposition of 
type II. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.2 and left to the reader. 
5. Concluding remarks 
It would be of interest to generalize the techniques of this paper in the following 
fashion: 
LetRbearingandfori=l,..., n let ui : A * Mi be R-module maps. Let X be 
the cokernel of 
Find a result analogous to Theorem 1.8 in this setting. The obstacle to achieving 
such a result is that there seems to be no way to describe submodules of direct sums of 
three or more modules solely in terms of 
(1) submodules and factors of the Mi’S and 
(2) maps between these submodules and factor modules. 
By this we mean find a set of tuples analoguous to T(Ml @MJ which is in a natural 
one to one correspondence with submodules of Mi 0 * . . O&f”. These tuples should 
only have entries consisting of submodules and factor module of the Mi’s and maps 
between these submodules and factor modules. 
Finally, we state without proof another result which might be of interest to the 
reader. 
Proposition 5.1. Let R be a ring and for i = 1, 2 let oi : A + M, be R-module 
monomorphisms. Let 
be an exact sequence of R-modules. Let (Ml, D, cp) E T,(M,OM2). Then 
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T(G(M,, D, cp)) is a summand of X if and only if there is a map 
p : MZ + T(G(M1, D, cp)) such that 




(0) OD incl G(M,, D, ~0) 
commutes, where p2 is the restriction of the canonical projection MI Oil42 -+ M2. 
The above result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for there to be a 
summand X’ of X such that S-‘(X’) projects onto Ml. 
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